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August osage county play review

Best MoviesBest TV ShowBest BooksBest TheaterBest AlbumsContines reading the main storyTheater Review | August: Osage County All happy families are the same, Tolstoy told us, and all unhappy families are unhappy in their own way. But I bet on the farm that no family has been as unhappy as in many ways -
and has such a sensationally entertaining effect - as the Westons of August: Osage County is the new play by Tracy Letts that blazed open last night at the Imperial Theatre. A fraught, densely depicted saga of an Oklahoma clan in a state near apocalyptic meltdown, August is perhaps the most exciting new American
play Broadway has seen in years. Oh, maybe forget it: it's, flat-out, with no stars and no qualifications, the most exciting new American play Broadway has seen in years. Wildly funny and bitingly sad, this turbocharged tragikomedia - which covers three acts and more than three happy hours - isn't just in the cover of the
autumn theatrical season, it recently got boared when stage hands went on strike. August throws instantly the high gear.Mr. Letts, hit hitfuckingly best known as the author of the shrewd, blood-soaked genre pieces Killer Joe and the Bug, somehow finds fresh sources of insight, humor and anguish in the seemingly
shabby-to-the-stump material: the dysfunctional dynamics of the American family. In August: Osage County can be heard echoes of other classic dramas about the stifling grip of blood relations - from Eugene O'Neill's Long Day's Journey Into Night with Sam Shepard's Buried Child - but Mr. Letts intreats the dark drama
with powerful energies derived from two populist forms of American entertainment. The hunk of zip and zingy humor is the classic television situation comedy and the absorbing narrative propulsion of a juicy soap opera as well. In other words, it's not the theater - it's-it's good for you theatre. (Not that there's anything
wrong with quoting an immortal line from a beloved sitcom.) It's a theater that keeps hanging shocks, surprises and delights, though it has a moving, heart-sore core. Watch it as sitting at home on a rainy night, eagerly devouring two, three, four episodes of your favorite series on a series on DVR or DVD. You can leave
the Imperial Theatre emotionally twisted and exhausted by laughter, but you still find yourself hungry for more. August was first staged over the summer at the Steppenwolf Theater Company in Chicago. This production, a fantastic cast superbly directed by Anna D. Shapiro, has been imported virtually wholesale on the
Broadway run. The many joys of the show provide the opportunity for actors largely unknown in New York - perhaps, most importantly, Deanna Dunagan, who plays an evil mother to end them - to take the city by storm with hard humor, feroness a sharp feeling of performances. A scene from August: Osage County,
which opened on Broadway at the Imperial Theatre.Credit . Sara Krulwich/The New York TimesMs. Dunagan Violet Weston, s razor-tongued matriarch of a Tulsa family. At the beginning of the play, Violet's husband of more than 30 years, a poet and former professor, mysteriously - or perhaps not so mysteriously -
walking out on a muggy summer night, can never be heard again. (The exhausted paterfamilias, Beverly, played with lovely wit and rue the playwright's father, Dennis Letts, opening the play with a lyrical dirge appreciating the state of her marriage: My wife is taking pills and drinking, she says. That's the deal you struck.)
The couple's three adult daughters are called back to the family homestead, tow husbands or friends to comfort mom in her need and try to get to the end of Dad's disappearance. (Todd Rosenthal designed the multi-level, haunted house set, artfully scattered in shadows by lighting designer Ann G. Wrightson.) All three
offspring show clear encyclical signs of past, present or future emotional damage. The mousy Ivy (Sally Murphy), who lives nearby and resents the responsibility she had for watching the horror of her parents in her final years, never married, although she secretly engages in a love affair with her mousy first cousin,
bevilingly known to the family of Little Charles (Ian Barford). Barbara (Amy Morton), the oldest and most powerful of the girls, is well armored in wild humor, returning to Colorado with her newly estranged husband, Bill Fordham (Jeff Perry), and their sardinic, pot-smoking teenage daughter, Jean (Madeleine Martin). The
youngest Weston girl, Karen (Mariann Mayberry), arrives later, from Florida, spouting self-help platitudes about her recently rehabilitated love life and accompanied by her oily businessman fiance, Steve (Brian Kerwin). Around, though, Violet in her expansive family - which includes her abrasive sister, Mattie Fae (a
howlingly funny Rondi Reed), and Mattie Fae's henpecked husband, Charlie (Francis Guinan) - she doesn't really seem to be a woman in great need of success and support. yes, he's got cancer in his mouth. And a serious addiction to sedatives. He is often self-healing to the point of inconsistency and prone to childish
hysteria when crossed. But Violet also possesses the spirit of aggression that the pro linebacker would envy, and in the sixth sense of finding and taking advantage of the sore spots and secret hurts everyone around her. Violet, a child of poverty, neglect and abuse, will endure inextricably tied to the desire to fight and the
need to wound. He can keep the blood in his own veins by taking blood from others. (The play can almost be called My Mother, the Violet thus, needlessly, pointlessly and endlessly, talks about how she has spiritually skinned the nearest and dearest, one by one, impotent revenge for the misery of her life by picking on
everyone else's wound. The results are as harrowing as they are cheerful. Ms. Dunagan is simply wonderful in this fabulously meaty role. Such is the mesmerizing power of her performance, that violet snake's eyes are knifed to the horizon by a fresh sacrifice, claw-hand pulling from Winston to her gloomy set mouth, you
actually find yourself sinking into your seat, irrationally praying that she wouldn't poke you. (I'm cowering myself.) The cast does not have a weak link, and the other great female roles, in particular, are rewarding and perfectly played. (Only Ms. Martin and Mr. Kerwin, both excellent, are new to production.) Ms. Murphy's
sad-eyed amber is so tender, which sometimes flares up, that justice is her needs. Ms. Mayberry makes Karen's drawly, long-winded narcissism strangely touching - she feels she's still recovering from a lifetime of being talked through or ignored. Ms. Reed wings and squawks hilariously like the vulgar Mattie Fae, who
shares with her sister a brazen heedlessness about other people's feelings. Perhaps best of all is Ms. Morton Barbara, who gradually - and terrifyingly - begins to transform before our eyes into a boozing, brutalizing reflection of her mother. Alcoholism, drug addiction, adultery, sexual misbehavior: One or another of the
Weston family's pathologies is seemingly endless and, in some ways, tiresomely familiar. But Mr. Letts's antic recombination soapy cricks are so pop-artfully orchestrated that he never sees the next curveball coming up, and the game is so unreasonably funny I'd have a hard time winnowing my favorite lines in a dozen.
(Much of the Greatest Generation speech will surely make the list.) I leave you with one that nicely expresses the bleak spirit of the piece, which nonetheless brings great joy by digging into deep wells of cruelty and pain. Recalling a night of youthful good spirits, sadly contrasted with the terrible present, Barbara strives
to invite her daughter to a decline in hope and happiness that often comes with the passage of time. Thank God we can't tell the future, he notes, or we'll never get out of bed. AUGUST: OSAGE COUNTY Tracy Letts; directed by Anna D. Shapiro; todd rosenthal set; costumes Ana Kuzmanic; lighting: Ann G. Wrightson;
sound by Richard Woodbury; music by David Singer; Dramaturg, Edward Sobel. The Steppenwolf Theater Company production is presented by Jeffrey Richards, Jean Doumanian, Steve Traxler, Jerry Frankel, Ostar Productions, Jennifer Manocherian, the Weinstein Company, Debra Black/Daryl Roth, Ronald and Marc
Frankel/Barbara Freitag Rick Steiner/Staton Bell Group. At the Imperial Theatre, 249 West 45th Street; (212) 239-6200. Until March 9. Running time: 3 hours and 10 minutes. WITH: Ian Barford (Little Charles), Deanna Dunagan (Violet Weston), Kimberly Guerrero (Johnna Monevata), Francis Guinan (Charlie Aiken),
Brian Kerwin (Steve Heidebrecht), Dennis Letts (Beverly Weston), Madeleine Martin (Jean Fordham), Mariann Mayberry (Karen Weston), Amy Morton (Barbara Fordham), Sally Murphy (Ivy Weston), Jeff Perry (Bill Fordham), Rondi Reed (Mattie Fae Aiken) and Troy West (Sheriff Deon Gilbeau). Some parents,
unfortunately, don't seem to like their children. We meet such a curious person tracy letts shocking Pulitzer Prize and Tony Award winner August: Osage County, a game that lifts out of place laughter one minute and stuns you in silence the next. August illustrates that just when we thought we had nothing else to say
about a dysfunctional American family in the theater, the genre is all but exhausted at the hands of a playwright with talent, nerve and something to say. In such earlier plays as Killer Joe and bug, Letts announced the arrival of the kind of ferocity, wit, risk-taking and dialogue virtuosity that suggest a great playwright in
decision-making. August fulfills this promise and a few more. It's a big, long (3 1/2 hours), confident game full of vivid, three-dimensional characters, curvy surprises, bouncing arguments and a finely tuned ear and eye for the hidden - and not always noble - calibration of the human heart. At the heart of the drama, set in
rural Oklahoma, stands - or totters - Violet Weston (the excellent Estelle Parsons reprising her Broadway turn) and her three daughters, all in their 40s, each scarred in a different way by the vile and often evil mother. Violet pops pills like jelly candies and her addled state is able to turn her children like an animal eager to
devour the youngster. The girls, trapped in the scrolls and natural instincts of the past, keep coming back for further punishment, and Mama obeys. The game kicked into gear when Beverly (Jon DeVries), the clan's nominal head, mysteriously disappears and her two daughters and other large families descend on the old
ranch. Her third daughter, Ivy (Angelica Torn), has been living at home as a kind of caretaker for her parents, suffering quietly for years. Barbara (Shannon Cochran, the raw nerve waiting to be triggered), is the eldest daughter, the only one with a temperament and mind about her being her mother. The duel between



them is doubly absorbing to watch, because Barbara's marriage falls apart at the same time, what remains of her relationship with her mother is falling apart; the two events, like all other connections in the play, are related to each other in some Fashion. In the construction of the game is a thing of beauty. It's a bit like
watching the master carpet maker weave together the different strands of the carpet, gradually drawing out the design there was no way to advance, but what now looks inevitable. Being as earthy, vitriolic and funny as the game is, it's also heartbreaking because it shows so clearly how perverse human nature can be
and how difficult, if not impossible, it is to change the deeper patterns that nature is letting go of the past. Violet tells an instructive story at the end of the game about how her own mother once played a terrible trick on her when she was an adolescent and then laughed at it for days. This is the only real explanation
offered for the source of Violet's bitterness and the constant undermining of her children's trust and hopes, qualities not so much shared by Violet's acid-speaking sister Mattie Fae (Libby George). It's an ensemble of writing if you've ever had one, and acting is up for the challenge. The dialogue is so natural and free-
flowing, the actors make it without a hint of artificial or forced influence over Anna D. Shapiro's deft direction (the original Steppenwolf and Broadway director). Because there are no easy answers or facile redemption in the game, just questions, flashes of insight, and more questions, the drama never loses its edge ... or
the charm. Where: Ahmanson Theatre, Los Angeles (Through Oct. 18)Cast: Estelle Parsons, Shannon Cochran, Jon DeVries, Libby George, Stephen Riley Key, Emily Kinney, Laurence Lau, Marcus Nelson, Paul Vincent O'Connor, Jeff Still, DeLanna Studi, Angelica Torn, Amy WarrenRama writer: Tracy LettsDirector:
Anna D. ShapiroSet design: Todd RosenthalLighting design: Ann G. WrightsonCostume design: Ana KuzmanicSound design: Richard WoodburyOriginal music: Singer David
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